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J’adore Ballet!
3M Lai Ho Ming

I have been learning ballet dance for almost nine years, and
I have gained a lot of unforgettable experiences during these
nine years. Some of them were interesting while the others
were exciting.
The most memorable experience was my first performance
in front of almost seven hundred people. The theme of the
performance was fairy tales. Everyone knows that there are
a lot of well-known tales, such as Beauty and the Beast, Ugly
Duckling, and Sleeping Beauty. At that time, I felt very thrilled
because I love reading fairy tales and the fairy tale costumes
are usually very cute.
I can still remember that at the end, I acted as a lovely Barbie
doll. Before the day of the performance, my skills were not
perfect yet and I felt very disappointed in myself. Also, I did
not perform as well as my sister, who was a more experienced
dancer than I was. Seeing how frustrated I was, my dance
teacher told me that I had to go with the flow of the dance
piece in order to excel and have a better performance.
Finally, the performance day came. I was very nervous
because I was still very small. It was my very first time to
dance in front of a big audience. However, I needed to have
faith in myself and put all the worries behind me so as to do
my vey best. I let my feelings flow through my dance steps and
enjoyed as much as I could.
After the performance, my mother came up to me and told me,
‘The performance was wonderful! You looked like a lovely doll
on the stage!” I did it! I did it!
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In the coming year, I am going to take my Grade Six Ballet
examination. I shall need to perform a ballet dance piece and
wear the ballet shoes during the examination. It will definitely
be a challenge for me but I will not be afraid. I have learned
an important lesson from my very first performance that I must
have faith in myself and enjoy every single performance on
stage.
When I grow up, I hope I can be a dancer of the Hong Kong
Dance Group. I want to have the chance to become the top
dancer and travel around the world. Most importantly, I want
to meet great dancers from different countries, and let more
people know about this great form of art – Ballet Dance.

Feedback from Ms. Liu Yuen Chun:
It is wonderful to know that you succeeded in overcoming your
challenges. Life presents many challenges and having faith is one of
the keys to facing obstacles and achieving success.
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The Mystery of Carved Sculpture
4J Tsang Hau Sim

It is always a wonder why some laboratory apparatus like
thermometers, measuring cylinders or even a burette can be
carved in such an accurate and unique shape. Besides the
laboratory apparatus, there are plenty of sculptures shaped in clear
and precise patterns. All these carved products have one thing in
common – They are all made of glass.
I have recently read an article about carving with a special agent
called hydrofluoric acid. In Chemistry class, we always encounter
common acids like hydrochloric acid, nitric acid and sulphuric acid.
These three kinds of acids are already regarded as highly corrosive
when they are concentrated. But what about hydrofluoric acid?
It is an even more corrosive acid when compared to those three
mentioned. A slight drop of it can already cause injury to our skin or
even bones. Despite its danger, it is very useful in craft work. When
carving a piece of glass, a tiny amount of hydrofluoric acid will be
enough to “eat” away a layer of the surface of the glass. As the
amount increases, the thickness of the glass surface decreases.
If the patterns are to be carved on the sculptures, a layer of wax
will be first poured on the glass surface. The carver will then
carve different patterns on it. As hydrofluoric acid is added, it will
corrode those parts on which the wax has been carved away. This,
eventually, results in various clear patterns on the glass.
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It’s dangerous yet amazing how hydrofluoric acid works. As an
admirer who appreciates different kinds of sculptures, not only do
we have to comment on the exquisite products but also realize the
way these craft works are made. Understanding the production
process rather than by just observing with our eyes will definitely
add more meaning to admiring a carved sculpture.

Feedback from Parent Adivsor (4J Tsang Hau Sim’s mother):
Studying science does not only include areas from textbooks and
reference books, but also about how one can apply this general
knowledge to daily-life experiences. I am glad my daughter can
assimilate her knowledge in Chemistry well and further relate it to
daily examples.
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Joint-school Charity Concert
4J Chow Lok Chin

Po Leung Kuk Laws Foundation College organized a Jointschool Charity Concert with Po Leung Kuk Luk Hing Too
Primary School on 16th December, 2009. It was held at the
Jockey Club Auditorium of Hong Kong Polytechnic University.
There was a variety of art performances from jazz dancing,
singing to drama and the musical harmonies of the orchestra.

An estimated HKD$60000 was donated to Po Leung Kuk Child
Care Services.
My favourite part of the show is the orchestra as melodies were
extremely touching beyond words. It shows the cooperation
of two schools and effort contributed by every single student.
The theme song of James Bond movie was the highlight of
the show as many parents were so amazed. It was followed
by the medley of Christmas songs which reminded us that
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Christmas was coming soon. Though some performers were a
bit nervous, I could still feel their enthusiasm.
Additionally, there was a mini-drama shown between each
performance which was about the global environmental
problems, such as the shortage of energy, global warming
and possible global crisis. The theme was serious but
the performance was so humorous and interesting. More
importantly, it let us build an environmental awareness and
gave us a sense of protecting our planet.
This event was great fun and it was worth it for us to donate
money to help the needy. I sincerely hope there will be more
similar meaningful events organized in the future.

Feedback from Ms. Liu Yuen Chun:
It is wonderful to know that you succeeded in overcoming your
challenges. Life presents many challenges and having faith is one of
the keys to facing obstacles and achieving success.
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Joint-school Charity Concert
4M Chan Yau Ching

The Joint-school Charity Concert of Po Leung Kuk Luk Hing
Too primary school and Law Foundation College was held
on the 16th of December, 2009 at Hong Kong Polytechnic
University. The theme of the concert was “What a wonderful
world”. The aim was to raise money for Po Leung Kuk Child
Care Service.

There was a variety of programmes in this concert, such as
dancing, instrumental solo performances, ensemble and
the choir. The most impressive part for me was the drama
show. The drama was about four teenagers who went on
a journey in Tibet and struggled because of the different
cultural background. However, they were touched by the
beautiful views and realized the importance of protecting the
environment.
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It was a meaningful drama though it was presented in a very
hilarious way. If everyone protects their living area, our world
would become wonderful! Let us work hard hand in hand.

Feedback from 3V Cheung Sze Wan:
The concert was a meaningful charity event. The concert not only
entertained the audience but also raised funds for Po Leung Kuk
Child Care Service and promoted the importance of the environment.
It was a great success!
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Fun with Food Science

3N Pang Shui Yan, 3S Chu Pui Man, 3J Lau Cheuk Wing and 3S Yeung Siu Shun

This summer holiday was fun as we enjoyed working with
students from Po Leung Kuk Luk Hing Too Primary School
(PLKLHT). There joined a summer course called “Cooking with
Science (科學小廚師)” and we were delighted to be the helpers.
As they do not have a cookery room,
this was a great opportunity for them
to learn to cook with us. The aim of
the activity was to help them apply
their food science knowledge into
practice so as to strengthen their
understanding and develop their
cooking skills. Moreover, it is a good
chance for them to know our school
more as they will be our “brothers and
sisters” very soon.
They had to make one dish in every lesson. Besides making
the food, the students gained more knowledge on food science.
For example, the pH value was talked about when we were
making blueberry
hotcakes. It was
so interesting that
the colour of the
hotcake mixture
changed when we
a d d e d d i ff e r e n t
ingredients. They
also learned that
pineapple can be
used to tenderize
beef steak.
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In this course, we helped them use the induction cookers,
prepare food, assist their work, and assess their performance.
At the same time, we also learned a lot. We gained more
knowledge on food science through the cooking. The students
were cooperative and very lovely.
Although some of the primary school students were a bit out
of control, especially when they saw their food was done, they
still enjoyed learning every lesson and so did we. If there is a

chance to do it again in the next summer holiday, we would be
happy to be their little teacher again.

Feedback from 5M Li Cheuk Ying:
“Cooking with Science” is a very interesting and amazing idea.
When I saw the primary school students cooking the in Home
Economics Cookery Room, they participated actively and showed
great enthusiasm in learning. I hope next time I can be one of those
helpers and enjoy those activities with them, too.
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What a Wonderful Cooking Experience!
6N Cheng Wai Ting, Chung Ying Kan and Lam Kwan Yi

Last year,
three of us
(Ting, Queenie
and Sally)
joined an interschool cooking
competition
held by South
China Press.
As the theme
was “Green
Cooking”,
we focused
o n u s i n g
ingredients
of that related to green cooking. We also thought about using
local items that were in season as the emission of carbon
dioxide would be lower. This would be in line with the “Green
Cooking” concept.
Apart from the color and choice of ingredients, we also
considered the nutritional value of the dish. The dish was
well-balanced and designed according to the requirements
in the food pyramid, having proteins (shrimps, cheese),
carbohydrates (green tea noodles), vegetables (long green
beans, carrots) and fruits (dragon fruits). We formed rolls with
fillo pastry and green tea crepe. As there were two different
types of rolls, one was hot and served with broccoli sauce
while the other was cold and served with yoghurt. We arranged
the rolls on the plate like the Tai Chi logo. We sent out our
recipe and anxiously waited for the result.
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It was a great feeling to know that our team was selected to
be in the semi-final round in June. When we arrived at the
cooking centre, the atmosphere was intense and we were very
nervous. We took out all the ingredients and utensils. For a
better time management, we also prepared a timer and worked
out a plan for our dish.
Things ran smoothly although we had a little technical problem
with the cooker and the oven. As our school uses induction
cookers, using the stoves in the cooking centre requires some
adjustments. This was one of the difficulties we encountered
in the competition since the heat and the time used to cook
is different. It took a longer time for our pastry to turn golden
brown. When we presented the dish to the judges, the dish
had been cooled down a bit and soaked in the sauce for too
long so it was not that crispy.
However, the judges were attracted by our dish and the ideas
behind it when we presented it to them. I think we showed
team spirit and creativity. Most importantly, we tried our best
and that was what I really mattered.
We were all surprised to find out that we could enter the final
competition! We were so nervous when we arrived at the
Ma On Shan Plaza. We checked that everything on our dish
was right when we were on the stage. Our team was called
soon after the opening ceremony. We introduced our dish and
explained how it matched the topic of the cooking competition.
After the short introduction, we shouted out our team’s slogan
and our cheering team went on stage for their performance.
The other teams were great and very creative but we did not
worry about that, because we were confident with ours. Their
performances were really outstanding and supportive, and
everyone there gave a big hand to them!
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When the results came, we were thrilled that we got the best
cheering team in the competition! At the moment, we started
being anxious as we waited for the other results. Finally,
we were awarded the second runner up in this cooking

competition! It was so an amazing and special moment since
we are in Form 7, it would be the last time for us to join this
competition. It was indeed a wonderful experience!
We want to thank for our school, teachers, classmates, and
parents as they gave us all the support and care. Thank you to
everyone who helped us and gave us suggestions. We are so
Feedback from Ms. Lok Kwan Wai:
Students worked very hard preparing for the cooking competition.
As shown in the article, they have encountered a lot of difficulties but
luckily they have overcome them and achieved their goal. Through
the competition, students can make use their knowledge and
experience to show a brilliant performance.

